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Market Analysis
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Developing a market analysis for a new business or new product provides an entrepreneur a better
understanding of the size and specific segments of a market, as well as an evaluation to determine
if the target market will support the business’ growth plans. The market analysis is a critical part
of any business plan created, whether to inform the business or to communicate to potential
investors the size of the opportunity.

Digital Marketing Research
Currently, SWYVZ is in the introduction stage and the goal is to enter the growth stage. The
company did some research to obtain information regarding this market. The data presented was
compelled by a digital marketing research company XAgency. The study was done on products
similar to SWYVZ to help illustrate demand.
The model below shows the monthly projections (searches) for similar products.

The monthly searches for products similar to this venture was 1,702,100. If this company landed
two percent of these consumers, who already show an interest in a similar product, 34,000 stickon handles would be sold. When doing this market research study, it became present that this
product was in a vast market.
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The model below shows the estimated traffic on Google for SWYVZ.
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The model below shows the estimated traffic on Facebook for SWYVZ. The data includes
six different audiences.
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The model below shows a competitor “Popsocket” monthly searches.
™

Market Size & Segment
When figuring out which customers would be best to target, it was important to understand how
the customers want to:
•

Receive the product

•

How much they would pay for the product

•

How they want to receive information about the product

•

How they want the product to look: packaging, and size

Research in the General Market
With that being said, research was done in order to figure out which way would be most effective
and efficient for selling this product. Through the research, it was found that e-commerce
constitutes the greatest amount of cell phone accessory sales. For the price, this product was
compared to the Popsocket since they are relatively similar. The basic Popsocket costs $10,
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however, they can cost as much as $30 after customization. This year, Popsocket is on track to
reach 70 million products sold in total. Nonetheless, this company was closely examined to
™

figure out more about this particular market. If this many Popsocket’s were sold across the globe,
the company is marketing very successfully. Furthermore, this product is clearly attractable to
customers.
When considering how to share information about the product, SWYVZ strongly believes in a
well- designed/structured website that will consist of: descriptions and videos showing what the
product accomplishes and how it is better than its competitors. This will ultimately convince
potential customers to buy the product. When considering packaging, it will be crucial to use the
proper marketing techniques (name, logo, color, and description) to catch consumers eyes. The
product is small so the packaging does not have to be very complex. Additionally, the packaging
needs to be as least expensive as possible since estimated sales are high.

Communications Campaign
For the communications campaign, advertising through web based, digital marketing, social
media, and television will be most effective for this company. When considering demographics,
age is the most important aspect towards the company's marketing strategy. Certain generations
need to be targeted in different ways in order to be as effective as possible. Despite of this, it is
impossible to target every individual. SWYVZ must segment the market properly. The younger
generation will be targeted through social media platforms such as: Facebook, Twitter, and
Instagram. The older generations will be targeted through television advertisements. However,
the main goal is to attract these individuals to visit the company’s website. When following this
communications campaign, the company will be attempting to reach the potential customers in
the following order:
1. Core customers (customers who need or know how to use the product).
2. Fringe market (the group of customers who require the proper marketing mix in order to
capture them).
3. Zone of indifference (folks who are not interest in product. However, can move them to
fringe or even core).

SWOT Analysis
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•

Strengths: What will be your company’s strengths when you launch? How do you see
this changing in the future?

•

Weaknesses: If you were the competition, what would you say to prospective customers
about where your company’s products or services are weak or deficient? What are the most
important weaknesses to overcome first?

•

Opportunities: With product improvements or new partnerships, where could your
business grow? What new segments could you enter in the future?

•

Threats: What external factors could put pressure on your business growth or cash flow?
Which of these threats can you control? Which ones can’t you control?

Strengths
SWYVZ is the only simple and straightforward invention for design and utility that creates
comfort, security, and a range of capabilities for mobile devices. The universal stick-on swivel
handles will attract a wide range of individuals since it can be used for any activity on a device
without being obstructive. Furthermore, the industry is vast. This means SWYVZ will have great
potential when the product is launched and this will carry into the future. Lastly, SWYVZ will
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continue to be a sustainable company. This will allow for a great product: customers, team
members, and investors can count on for decades to come.

Weaknesses

™

SWYVZ has competitors, this is and will be a problem throughout the products life cycle.
However, the company recognizes this and must continue to make the proper decisions to create
sustainability. By studying and understanding the competitors this can be done.
The competitors to this company are:
•

Popsocket

•

The Iring

•

Selfie Stick

•

Love Handle

•

Cliphanger Swivel

Opportunities
As the stick-on swivel handles will be released, some people may want to customize them.
SWYVZ will have the opportunity to offer this in the future, if the product is high in demand.
Another opportunity for SWYVZ is the fact that the majority of people in the world today have a
cell phone. There is a unique opportunity to target many people for this product.

Threats
It is important to identify any potential threats or risks as a company. For SWYVZ, the risks that
can occur and have a negative effect on the company are:
•

Raising Capital (funding)

•

Manufacturing

•

Customers

•

Employees

•

Marketing Strategy

•

Generating Revenue

•

Government rules and regulations

It is important that SWYVZ builds the proper team. The individuals who are hired must
understand and believe in the product. They must bring talent, resources, ideas, and professional
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contacts to this venture. There needs to be a culture within the organization which can minimize
the potential risks. Professional lawyers, accountants, insurance brokers, managers, investors,
™

and owners must remain as valuable resources to the company to deal with the potential risks.
Lawyers will become very critical with non-disclosure agreements, employment agreements,
preparing and reviewing contracts. The use of an accountant will set up budgets, financing,
control management systems and computer systems to remain organized. Insurance brokers will
protect the company and its owner(s). Mangers will direct SWYVZ all of the time. Investors must
present ideas and show interest. Owners must remain involved internally and externally with the
business. If these important factors are not taken into consideration, there can be many threats for
the company.
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